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SUMMARY 

Digital image processing (DIP) of bacterial smears is a new method of analysing the 

composition of the gut microbial flora. This method provides the opportunity to compare and 
evaluate differences in the complex highly concentrated anaerobic fraction of gut microbial 
flora, based on micromorphological differences. There is ample evidence that this fraction can 
be characterized as related or unrelated to the host organism by its immunogenicity. In this 

study germfree ND2 mice were associated with either related (rodent) SPF microflora (SPF- 
MF) or unrelated human MF (HUM-MF). DIP analysis was performed on original SPF-MF 
and HUM-MF and on the faeces of ex-germfree mice 4 weeks after association. The 

micromorphological pattern of highly concentrated anaerobic bacteria in faeces of HUM-MF 
associated ex-germfree mice was significantly different from SPF-MF associated counterparts 
with regard to the scores for elongation (P < 0-01) and morphological variety (P < 0-05). 
Moreover, gross morphological variability was present between individual HUM-MF 
associated mice but not between individual SPF-MF associated animals. No differences were 
found between original SPF and HUM-MF. The data are discussed with regard to differences 
in the presence of (non-)immunogenic bacteria and the ability for related and unrelated flora to 
colonize the murine gut. This study provides evidence that murine host specificity of microbial 
flora may not only be reflected in the number of non-immunogenic bacteria but also in the 

micromorphological pattern of highly concentrated anaerobic bacteria in faeces measured by 
DIP analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has become possible to analyse the complex highly 
concentrated anaerobic bacterial fraction of the gut 
microbial flora by micromorphometry. This new 
method called digital image processing (DIP), de- 

veloped and described by Meijer and colleagues [1-3] 
and Wilkinson and colleagues [4], enables detection 
and quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of 
bacterial objects in faeces, based on their morpho- 

logical appearances. Analysis is determined by the 
distribution of bacterial species present in faeces at the 

highest concentration only; these are obligate an- 
aerobic bacteria which normally reach concentrations 
of 101?-1011 micro-organisms per gram faeces [5, 6]. 

The composition of the gut microbial flora has been 
found to be host specific. The highly concentrated 
anaerobic fraction in rodents is known to be micro- 

morphologically different compared with those in 
humans, e.g. stool specimens of mice contain large 
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numbers of fusiform shaped bacteria whereas small 
rod shaped and coccoid bacteria are predominant in 
human faeces. Differences have also been described 
between rodent animal species [7, 8] as well as between 
human individuals [3, 9, 10]. In humans, van der 
Merwe and colleagues [11] showed that genetically 
identical individuals (i.e. homozygote twins) have an 

indistinguishable gut microbial flora. These findings 
support previous theories that the composition of the 
microbial flora may be defined genetically, perhaps by 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigens 
[12, 13]. 

There is ample evidence that autochthonous (host- 
related) and allochthonous (animal-species related 
but host unrelated) intestinal bacteria do not elicit an 
immune response, whereas xenochthonous (animal- 
species unrelated) bacteria do [14-16]. In a previous 
study we have found that unrelated human (xeno- 
chthonous) microbial flora (HUM-MF) in ex-germ- 
free mice elicits a high antibody response, whereas 
SPF rodent-related (allochthonous) MF (SPF-MF) 
does not. After association in GF mice, gross 
micromorphological as well as immunological 
changes were observed in the human flora, whereas 

only minor changes were found in related (alloch- 
thonous) SPF-MF before and after association. 

Highly immunogenic bacteria appeared to be reduced 
to undetectable levels after association with xenoch- 
thonous HUM-MF [17]. 

The present study was carried out in order to 
evaluate differences in the micromorphological pat- 
tern of gut microbial flora of germfree (GF) mice 
associated with either rodent SPF-MF or human 
HUM-MF. Slides with smears of faecal bacterial were 
read microscopically by a video camera and analysed 
by a DIP system, developed in our laboratory [1-4]. 

METHODS 
Mice 

Experiments were carried out with 6-8 weeks old 
conventional (CONV) and germfree (GF) ND2 (H- 
2q) mice. All animals were bred at the Central Animal 

Facility of the University of Groningen. 

Housing 

GF and microbial flora (MF) associated ex-GF 
animals were housed in plastic GF isolators in 
sterilized cages, fed with sterilized rodent pelleted 
food (SRM-A, Hope Farms B.V., Woerden, The 
Netherlands) and sterilized tap water ad libitum. 

Conventional mice were maintained under standard 
conditions as described previously [8]. 

Faecal floras 

Two faecal microbial floras were used in this study. 
Fresh stools were collected from homebred specified 
pathogen free (SPF) Wistar rats (Central Animal 

Facility, University Groningen), and a healthy adult 
human male. SPF Wistar rats, which were housed 
under 'standard' SPF conditions, were the offspring 
of ex-germfree-animals associated with a faecal flora 

originally derived from mice; previously called colo- 
nization resistance microbial flora (CRF) [18, 19]. 
Specimens of stools were stored at -70 ?C until used 
for association. 

Flora association 

Two groups of six GF animals were orally associated 
three times at 48 h intervals with either rodent-SPF 
ALLO-MF or human XENO-MF at the age of 6-8 
weeks. Stool samples used for association were thawed 
and suspended in saline (1:20 (w/v)) just before oral 
contamination. The latter was accomplished by 
inserting the tip of a 1 ml syringe with the suspension 
and gently injecting 0-2-0-3 ml of the suspension into 
the mouth of each animal. Conventional ND2 mice 
were used as controls. 

Sampling and preparation of faeces 

Four weeks after association, stools of ex-GF animals 
were sampled and stored in small aliquots at -20 ?C 
until analysis. The same was carried out in 10-12 
weeks old CONV controls. Six separately stored 

aliquots of SPF-MF and HUM-MF were used for 
DIP. Preparation of faeces was carried out as 
described previously [1-3]. In short, faecal aliquots 
were thawed and suspended (1:9 w/v) in 0-5 % Tween- 
80 and centrifuged at 12 g for 10 min. Subsequently, 
150 /l of the supernatant was pipetted into Eppendorf 
tubes, and centrifuged for 15 min at 11000 g. Finally, 
the bacterial pellet was resuspended in 300 tl 5 % 

nigrosin in 0-5 % Tween-80. Five /tl of this suspension 
was spread on a clean fat-free microscopic slide, dried 
and imbedded in mounting reagent (Eukitt, O. 
Kindler GmbH & Co., Freiburg, FRG). Two slides 
were made of each flora. 

Digital image processing (DIP) 

The nigrosin counter-stained washed faecal bacterial 
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Fig. 1. Modified scatter plots of five different faecal samples. Objects, rpresenting bacteria, are drawn on the spot of their 
component score, i.e. elongation (Factor 1) and width (Factor 2). Altitude lines represent the density of the object within 
the sample measured. 

smears were read microscopically by a videocamera 
and an image processing system as described by 
Meijer and colleagues [1-3] and Wilkinson and 

colleagues [4] In each sample approximately 1000 

objects representing bacteria were recorded and 
measured. Each object was characterized by four 

parameters according to Meijer and colleagues [2, 3]. 
Three were obtained by logarithmic and principal 
component transformation of raw data, thus obtain- 

ing three standardized morphometrical components 

per object; Fl: elongation, F2: (inverse) width, and 
F3: concavity (degree of irregularity). The medians of 
the component scores per specimen were used for 
statistical analysis. The fourth parameter used was 

entropy, i.e. the degree of morphological diversity 
within each specimen [2-4]. One of the possibilities 
provided by the DIP-system, used in this study, is the 

qualitative and quantitative presentation of different 
bacterial forms per sample in so-called modified 
scatter plots. 
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Fig. 2. Means of the median component scores ( S.D.) for (a) elongation (Factor 1) and (b) width (Factor 2) estimated in 
five groups (n = 6 per group). (1) = P < 0-01 compared with ND2(SPF)-MF and CONV-MF; (2) = P < 0-01; (3) = P < 
0-01 compared with original SPF-MF and HUM-MF. 

Numbers of fields and objects 

The mean number of objects per faecal specimen in 
each group was around 1000. These numbers were 
achieved by counting 10 (range 7-14) fields of view of 
each specimen. 

Statistical evaluation 

Statistical evaluation of the medians of morpho- 
metrical factor scores as well as entropy was carried 
out by Newmann-Keuls ANOVA. Significance levels 
were taken at P < 0-05. 

RESULTS 

Qualitative and quantitative analysis per specimen 

Figure 1 shows modified scatter plots in which the 
bacteria themselves are drawn on the spot corre- 

sponding their component scores, i.e. elongation (F1) 
and width (F2). In both figures altitude lines are 
drawn presenting the density of objects in the sample. 

Micromorphometry 

The differences between groups were estimated by 
comparing the means of median component scores 

(n = 6 for each group) for elongation (F1), width (F2) 
and concavity (F3). 

Elongation 

The means of the median principal component scores 
for elongation (F1) are shown in Figure 2a. Fl was 

found to be significantly (P < 0-05) the highest in 
stool specimens of (human) HUM-MF associated 
animals compared with specimens of (rodent) SPF- 
MF associated animals or the CONV control group. 
HUM-MF and SPF-MF appeared to have similar 

component scores for elongation. Large standard 
deviations (S.D.) for the means of median Fl scores 
were found in the CONV-MF (0-260) and HUM-MF 
associated mice [ND2(HUM)-MF] (0-312). Low S.D.'S 
were, however, found in the original HUM-MF 

(0-033) and SPF-MF (0-120) as well as in stool 

specimens of ND2 mice associated with SPF-MF 

[ND2(SPF)-MF] (0-060). 

Width 

Great variability was found in the mean of the median 

component F2 scores between the groups (Fig. 2b). 
However, no difference was found between the 

original HUM-MF and SPF-MF nor between stool 

specimens obtained from HUM-MF and SPF-MF 
associated animals, respectively ND2(HUM)-MF and 

ND2(SPF)-MF. F2 scores in ND2(SPF)-MF were 

significantly higher (P < 0-01) compared to 

ND2(HUM)-MF. CONV mice were found to have 
the highest mean of the median F2 score (0-839, SD: 

0-114). 

Concavity 

No significant differences were found between the 
mean of median F3 scores (results not shown). 

-1 1 
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DISCUSSION 

This study provides further evid 
concentrated anaerobes in the in 
flora are host specific. Digital image 
highly concentrated fraction of ir 
useful method to detect morphol 
between floras. However, high v< 
human individuals or individual a 

may still be present, even if the ar 
under strictly isolated GF conditic 
the mean of the median component 
well as F2 (width), was found 
allochthonous (rodent) SPF-MF 
whereas variability for both comp 
high in xenochthonous HUM-MF a 

parts. Moreover, a high degree of morphological 
variety, i.e. entropy, was found in stool specimens of 
HUM-MF associated mice as compared to SPF-MF 
associated animals. This suggests that rodent related 
SPF-MF establishes well within the gut of ND2 mice 
whereas unrelated MF of human origin does not. 

Still, stool samples of SPF-MF associated ex-GF 

(1) ND2 mice were not comparable with CONV mice 
' -' in this study. This may be explained by the fact 

that the CONV animals used had acquired bacteria 
from the environment for three generations. The 
first generation was originally GF. The standard 
deviation (s.D.) for the median Fl scores (elongation) 
of CONV as well as HUM-MF associated animals 

~, ~ [ND2(HUM)-MF] was high; 0-260 and 0-312 resp- 
ectively (Fig. 2a). On the other hand low S.D. for Fl 

4' * 5 scores were found in faeces of SPF-MF associated 
animals [ND2(SPF)-MF] (0-06). Thus, gross micro- 

morphological variability was present between indi- 
for entropy, i.e. the 

rnat fi.e 
t 
u vidual SPF-MF associated animals. nated in five groups 

pared with original Despite the fact that DIP-analysis did not reveal 
gross micromorphometrical differences between orig- 
inal SPF-MF and original HUM-MF, there is indirect 
evidence that the floras are different. Firstly, both 
floras have previously been found to elicit different 

ntropy are shown immune responses in mice [17]. Secondly, after 
:ore was found in association in mice the mean of the median Fl score 
:ns obtained from (elongation) as well as the entropy were found to be 
is suggests a high significantly (P < 0-05) different between groups of 
n bacterial objects HUM-MF and SPF-MF associated mice. 

?05) difference in A possible explanation for the different obser- 
D2(SPF)-MF and vations, made for HUM-MF and SPF-MF before and 

after association, may be that the murine related SPF 
flora predominantly contained non-immunogenic an- 

aerobes, i.e. bacteria which have been found not to 
induce an immune response in mice [17]. Low or 
absent immune responses against bacterial species 

lence that highly have previously been found to correlate well with high 
testinal microbial concentrations in the intestinal tract [14, 15]. If there 

processing of the are high numbers of non-immunogenic bacteria in the 
itestinal MF is a implanted flora, the immune system may not play a 

ogical differences significant role in the selection process. Instead, other 

ariability between factors may play a prominent role; such as com- 
nimals, e.g. mice, petition for nutrients, mucus, binding to the mucosal 
iimals are housed surface, and inter-microbial interactions (reviewed by 
)ns. Variability in Lee [20]). Non- or low-immunogenic bacteria may 
Fl (elongation) as rapidly colonize the intestinal tract of ex-GF mice, 
to be lowest in reach high concentrations in the intestine and form a 
associated mice, complex flora. Subsequently, these early colonizers 

)onent scores was prevent or inhibit other species to colonizing. This 
ssociated counter- phenomenon has been called colonization resistance 
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(CR). Following association with a species-unrelated 
(xenochthonous) flora, the immune system may play a 
dominant role instead. The finding that it takes more 
than 7 days for HUM-MF associated GF-mice to 
have a similar CR-level, is in agreement with this 

hypothesis [17]. As has been noted above, most of the 
anaerobes of the HUM-MF used in this study, induce 
a high immune response in mice. These anaerobes 

may ultimately fail to colonize the intestinal tract at 

high concentrations. Instead, murine-related rod 

shaped and fusiform bacteria, which apparently were 

present at a low (undetectable) level in the original 
HUM-MF, finally colonized the murine intestinal 
tract. This relatively slow colonization process ex- 

plains the high variability in the morphometrical 
composition of the gut microflora. This is indicated by 
the high degree of morphological diversity as well as 
the high S.D. in the mean of the median Fl and F2 
scores found in the specimens taken from the HUM- 
MF associated animals. 
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